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B.A./B.Sc. 5th Semester (Honours) Examinafion, 2019 (CBCS)

Subject : Mathematics

Paper: BMH5DSEl3

(Point Set Topology)

Time: 3 Hours l-ull Marks: 60

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

Notation and symbols have their usual meaning.

1. Answer an) felr questions from the following: 2x1O=20

(a) Show that the set of real numbers R is uncountable.

(b) show that the set z, the set of all integers, is equipotent with [,], the set of natural numbers.

(c) Show that the s"t f , , e N] is closed in (R, 11) with upper limit topology r.
(d) Is the set [0,4) u [4,10] connected in the rear number space with usuar toporogy? support

the answer.

(e) Give an example to show that continuous image of a locally connected space need not be
locally connected.

(f) Give an example of a locally compact space which is not compacr.

(g) Let x be an infinite set andt ={Acx: X-r is finite} u [g]. Examine whethert is a
topology on X.

(h) Let (x,r) and (y, 11) be two topological spaces. Then prove that f:(x,r) + (y, 11) is
continuous ifl-1(G) € t V G e 51, where 51 is a sub base of11.

(i) Ie, (R, r) be a real number space with usual topology and /: (r, t1) -+ (R., r) is continuous.
Show that the set {r € X , lf (x)l < 1} is open in the topological space (x, t1).

$ Let (x,r) be a connected topological space. prove that there is no continuous surjection
/: X --> {0, 1} where {0, 1} denotes the discrete space of two elements.

(kt Prove lhat each co-finjle space is compact.

(l) Let (X,r) be a topological space and,4 c X. prove that (X _A)= X _tntA.
(m) Give examples of two disjoint dense subsets in the space R of reals with respect to the usuar

topology.

(n) Define a locally compact space. Is Iocal compactness a hereditary property? Justify.
(o) Let f: X --; Y, g:Y -J Z be continuous functions. Show that g o /:X _r Z l5 s6ntirr.r..

,
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2. Answer any four questions: 
5x4=20

(a) (i) lf Ube a sel and P(u) be the.power set ofU' then show thar U <fu where '4

denotes the cardinal number of '4'

(11) Let (X,t) bea topological space Show that a subfamilv B of t forms an open base of

- f tot uny op"n itt C--a tot -y pointp e G') y E B such that p eV c G 3+2=5

(b) State and prove Schrdder-Bemstein theorem' l+4=5

(c) (i) LetX,Ybe two topological :p*"t *9{..I; Ybe continuous' Let Abe z connected

subset h X Prove that f('4) is connected ln r '

(ii) Prove that in a topological space closure of a connected set is connecte d' 3+2=5

(d) Define component in a topological (X't)' hove that eYery component in (X't) is a closed

set. Is component of a space always an open set in the spacei Justif, the answer' l+Z+2=5

(e) Define a path connected space' Prove that every path connected space is connected ' 1+4=5

(0 Define an €-net in a metric space When is a metric space said to be totally bounded? Prove

'-' 
that every totaly bounded metric space is bounded'

3. Answer a,?y ,wo quesdons from the following:

(a) (\) Let ube the cardinal number of a set U' Prove

(iv)

(d) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

answer.

Give an example of a metric space of fiJSt category'

l0x2=20

that the power set P(U) has cardinal

1+4+4+1=10

number 2u.

\Lit Let d, P,y be three ordinal numbers' ls d + P = p + d? Suppon l our answer' Prove

that d(PY) = ldu)Y' 
5+(3+2)=10

(b) (i) Prove that a subset of R' is connected if and only if it is an interval'

(ii) Prove that a closed subset of a compact space is compact' 5+5=10

(c) (i) State Baile category theorem'

(ii) Can the plane be expressed as a countable union of straight lines? Support your

answer.

(iii) Is a metric space containing finitely many elements of first category? Support your

Let (X,r) be the topological oroduct of the family of topological spaces

iiir',.1,'r= r, i--'"f .irt"* that'ttre projection mapping p;: (x' t) -+ (x1't1) is open

mapping and continuous'

Let(A,rA)be a subspace ol a topologicai :p^tt ,!{' 
t). 

,11^tl ^1T: 
tn" a subset F is

.[.Ii',iirlJ trand ontv iiF = A i l< where K is aclosedsetin (X'r)'

Give an example with justification of a locally connected space which is not

connected. 
(2+2)+4+2=10


